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Introducing feminism
Jenainati, Cathia

305.4

Knowledge

The term 'feminism' came into English usage around the 1890s, but women's conscious
struggle to resist discrimination and sexist oppression goes much further back. This completely
new and updated edition of Introducing Feminism surveys the major developments that have
affected women's lives from the 17th century to the present day. Introducing Feminism is an
invaluable reference book for anyone seeking the story of how feminism reconfigured the world
for women and men alike.
Feminism : a graphic guide 1 online resource (382 pages) : illustrations

Introducing fascism
Hood, Stuart

320.5

Knowledge

Did Fascism end with the Allied victory over the Axis powers in 1945, or has it been lying
dormant and is now reawakening as we move into the 21st century? Introducing Fascism trace
the origins of Fascism in 19th-century traditions of ultra- conservatism, the ideas of Nietzsche,
Wagner and other intellectuals which helped to make racist doctrines respectable and which led
to the ultimate horrifying 'logic' of the Holocaust.
Introducing Fascism investigates the four types of Fascism that emerged after the First World
War in Italy, Germany, Spain and Japan. It also looks beyond the current headlines of neo-Nazi

Introducing capitali$m
Cryan, Dan

330

Knowledge

Capitalism now dominates the globe, both in economics and ideology, shapes every aspect of
our world and influences everything from laws, wars and government to interpersonal
relationships. Introducing Capitalism tells the story of its remarkable and often ruthless rise,
evolving through strife and struggle as much as innovation and enterprise. Tracing capitalism
from its beginning to the present day, Dan Cryan and Sharron Shatil, alongside Piero's brilliant
graphics, look at its practical and theoretical impact. They cover the major economic, social
and political developments that shaped the world we live in, such as the rise of banking, the
founding of America and the Opium Wars.This book explores the leading views for and against,

The hippo at the end of the hall
Cooper, Helen

COO

Fiction

One morning, Ben finds an envelope containing a very special invitation to come and see the
Gee Museum -- a dusty old place under threat of closure. However, once inside he discovers all
sorts of incredible things like talking owls, dancing bees, magical bottles, witches, and of
course, a hippo at the end of the hall. But most importantly he discovers a connection to his
father and the family he never even knew he had. And now he has something important to
fight for -- the survival of the Gee Museum and the promise of finding out who he really is.
A beautiful story with the charm of Paddington and the gentle magic of Enid Blyton. Kate

The boy from earth
Pitt, Darrell

DAR

Fiction

Twelve-year-old Bobby Baxter’s not the bravest kid on Earth. His list of things that scare him is
up to number 689, and includes lightning, crowds, spiders, alien abductions, crocodiles, falling
from great heights, falling from small heights and eggs.
So when he learns that he’s the first Earthling ever chosen to attend the Galactic Space
Academy, light years away from home, he’s terrified—and that’s before he discovers that
someone at the academy wants the boy from Earth gone.

23/03/2018
Refugee
Gratz, Alan

GRA

Fiction

Although separated by continents and decades, Josef, a Jewish boy living in 1930s Nazi
Germany; Isabel, a Cuban girl trying to escape the riots and unrest plaguing her country in
1994; and Mahmoud, a Syrian boy in 2015 whose homeland is torn apart by violence and
destruction, embark on harrowing journeys in search of refuge, discovering shocking
connections that tie their stories together.
Ages: 9-12
1972- author. 341 pages : maps ; 21 cm

1918: Broken Poppies
Hunt, Des

HUN

Fiction

Four Christmases have passed since the world went to war in 1914. Struggling to survive in the
trenches, close to enemy lines, amid the terror of gunfire and the whine of warplanes, Kiwi
soldier Henry Hunt rescues a shaken little dog. He has no idea he'll soon be facing a
disciplinary hearing. To Henry's relief, the Major allows the little foxie to live this time. Henry
finds the dog is not only a comfort to his fellow soldiers on the battlefields of France, but a
great ratter, too. Together, can they survive the Great War?
Series Kiwis at War

Ice wolves
Kaufman, Amie

KAU

Fiction

Everyone in Vallen knows that ice wolves and scorch dragons are sworn enemies who live
deeply separate lives. So when twelve-year-old orphan Anders takes one elemental form and
his twin sister, Rayna, takes another, he wonders whether they are even related. Still, whether
or not they re family, Rayna is Anders s only true friend.
Elementals ; 1
author. 333 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm.

Flamingo Boy
Morpurgo, Michael

MOR

Fiction

In the unique landscape of the Camargue in the South of France during WW2, there lives a
young autistic boy on his parents' farm among the salt flats, and the flamingos. There are lots
of things he doesn't understand: but he does know how to heal animals. He loves routine, and
music too: and every week he goes to market with his mother, to ride his special horse on the
town carousel. But then the Germans come, with their guns, and take the town. A soldier
shoots a flamingo from the sky, and it falls to earth terribly injured. And even worse is to
come: the carousel is damaged, the horses broken. For this vulnerable boy, everything is
falling apart. Only there's a kind sergeant among the Germans - a man with a young boy of his

The witch boy
Ostertag, Molly

OST /P

Picture Book Shelves

In thirteen-year-old Aster's family, all the girls are raised to be witches, while boys grow up to
be shapeshifters. Anyone who dares cross those lines is exiled. Unfortunately for Aster, he still
hasn't shifted ... and he's still fascinated by witchery, no matter how forbidden it might be.
When a mysterious danger threatens the other boys, Aster knows he can help -- as a witch. It
will take the encouragement of a new friend, the non-magical and non-conforming Charlie, to
convince Aster to try practicing his skills. And it will require even more courage to save his
family ... and be truly himself.

23/03/2018
Dawn Raid
Smith, Pauline

SMI

Fiction

Like many 13-year-old girls, Sofias main worries are how to get some groovy go-go boots, and
how not to die of embarrassment giving a speech at school! But when her older brother Lenny
starts talking about marches and protests and overstayers, and how Pacific Islanders are being
bullied by the police for their passports and papers, a shadow is cast over Sofias sunny
teenage days. Through her heartfelt diary entries, we witness the terror of being dawn-raided
and gain an insight into the courageous and tireless work of the Polynesian Panthers in the
1970s as they encourage immigrant families across New Zealand to stand up for their rights.
My New Zealand Story

Parvana : a graphic novel
Tanaka, Shelley

TAN /P

Picture Book Shelves

'Based on the original book by Deborah Ellis. Adapted from the feature film directed by Nora
Twomey . . ." -- Title page. This graphic novel adaptation of the animated film, inspired by
Deborah Ellis's beloved novel, tells the story of eleven-year-old Parvana. When soldiers burst
into her home and drag her father off to prison, Parvana is forced to take responsibility for her
whole family, dressing as a boy to make a living in the marketplace of Kabul, risking her life in
the dangerous and volatile city. By turns exciting and touching, Parvana is a story of courage in
the face of overwhelming fear and repression. Adaptation of
Breadwinner Motion picture.

The rise of wolves
Thomson, Kerr

THO

Fiction

Innis Munro is walking home across the bleak wilderness of Nin Island when he hears the
chilling howl of a wolf. But there are no wolves on the island - not since they were hunted to
extinction, centuries ago. He decides to investigate his island home and accepts an ancient
challenge: he who jumps the Bonnie Laddie's Leap wins a fortune. As the wolves rise from the
darkness of history, and long-buried secrets resurface, Innis's adventure truly begins ...
1 volume ; 20 cm

The 1,000-year-old boy
Welford, Ross

WEL

Fiction

There are stories about people who want to live forever. This is not one of those stories. This is
a story about someone who wants to stop... Alfie Monk is like any other nearly teenage boy except he's 1,000 years old and can remember the last Viking invasion of England. Obviously
no one believes him. So when everything Alfie knows and loves is destroyed in a fire, and the
modern world comes crashing in, Alfie embarks on a mission to find friendship, acceptance,
and a different way to live... which means finding a way to make sure he will eventually die.
Thousand-year-old boy 410 pages ; 20 cm The astonishing, beautiful new story for all readers

Missing
Whiting, Sue

WHI

Fiction

Mackenzie da Luca's mother is missing - she's vanished without a trace in the jungles of
Panama. Now, 116 days later Mackenzie and her dad are in those same jungles. Her dad is
desperate to find out what's happened to his wife. And Mackenzie is desperate to make sure he
doesn't ...
What do you hope for when there is no hope? In search of this answer, award-winning
Australian author Sue Whiting delivers a confronting mystery for younger readers.

